Notice of Meeting
The Associated Students of the University of California San Diego

Date: Wednesday, October 27, 2021
Time: 6:00pm
Location: Price Center East Forum; https://ucsd.zoom.us/j/98762880541

Order of Business

Roll Call
Public Input
Special Presentations
Reports of Senator Projects
Reports of AS Senators
Reports of AS Offices
Question Time
Reports of Standing Committees
Reports of External Committees
Committee Question Time
Discussion Items
Unfinished Business
New Business
Open Forum
Roll Call
Written Reports
Office of Finance and Resources: The following allocations were approved this week

- Allocation of $226.08 from Programming Funds to Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers for Pumpkin Carving
- Allocation of $150.00 from Programming Funds to ACSSA for Week 7 GBM
- Allocation of $150.00 from Programming Funds to ACSSA for Week 8 Faculty Speaker Event
- Allocation of $30.00 from Programming Funds to Origami Folders at UCSD for Fall 2021 Week 8 Origami Folding Meeting
- Allocation of $28.92 from Programming Funds to Eta Kappa Nu for Thanksgiving Card Making
- Allocation of $79.98 from Programming Funds to Chancellor’s Scholars Alliance for Lunch with Chancellor’s Scholars
- Allocation of $150.00 from Programming Funds to ACSSA for Week 9 Faculty Speaker Event
- Allocation of $323.75 from Programming Funds to Biomedical Engineering Society for BMES GBM #2

**Bills in Committee**

**Finance Committee**

**F1.** Allocation of $700.00 from Programming Funds to Tritones at UCSD for Fall Showcase. Sponsored by FC Williams

**F2.** Approval of 2021-2022 A.S. Fall Revise Executive Budget (Attachment Forthcoming). Sponsored by President Manu Agni and Financial Controller Kamron Williams

**Legislative Committee**

**L1.** Approval of Resolution to Support New Textbook Affordability Program (as presented by Auxiliary Services). Sponsored by Manu Agni. Attachment is forthcoming.
L2. Appointment of Alexandra Hernandez as Social Media and Marketing Associate for the Office of Environmental Justice Affairs, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara

L3. Appointment of Isabel Hui as Programming Director for the Office of Environmental Justice Affairs, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara

L4. Appointment of Minju Kim as Outreach Director for the Office of Environmental Justice Affairs, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara

L5. Appointment of TBA as First Year Senator, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara

L6. Appointment of TBA as First Year Senator, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara

L7. Appointment of TBA as Transfer Senator, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara

L8. Appointment of TBA as Campus Wide Senator, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara

L9. Appointment of TBA as Off-Campus Senator, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara

L10. Appointment of TBA as Biological Sciences, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara
L11. Appointment of Theta Chun as Student Webmaster of the Office of Campus Affairs, effective immediately until appointment of successor. Sponsored by VPCA Isaac Lara

L12. Appointment of TBD as Chief of Staff for the Office of Finance and Resources, effective immediately until the appointment of a successor. Sponsored by FC Williams.

L13. Appointment of TBD as Project Director(s) for the Office of Finance and Resources, effective immediately until the appointment of a successor. Sponsored by FC Williams.

L14. Appointment of TBD as Project Director(s) for the Office of Finance and Resources, effective immediately until the appointment of a successor. Sponsored by FC Williams.

L15. Appointment of TBD as Financial Analyst(s) for the Office of Finance and Resources, effective immediately until the appointment of a successor. Sponsored by FC Williams.

L16. Appointment of TBD as Financial Analyst(s) for the Office of Finance and Resources, effective immediately until the appointment of a successor. Sponsored by FC Williams.